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THE SAFETY Act:  A National Security Mandate 
with Liability Protections 
The global threat of terrorism is an ever-shifting risk.  Just when we think we understand and 
are prepared for it, another avenue for terror opens.  As it is always changing, preparing for 
the threat commands ever greater resource allocation.  Making sure you are doing what you 
can to protect your facility, your employees, and your customers – meeting your Duty of 
Care – is a challenging task, particularly without static benchmarks to look to.  The SAFETY 
Act provides a process by which the Department of Homeland Security can provide a 
benchmark, and show that your business meets it. 

 

What is the SAFETY Act? 

The Support Anti-terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies Act of 2002 – the SAFETY Act – was part of the 
Homeland Security Act passed in the wake of September 11th.   It is a Federal program that reviews technologies – 
including products and procedures – and serves to confirm that the technology will be as effective as possible at 
protecting against a terrorist act.   Once reviewed and approved, the technologies become “Qualified Anti-
Terrorism Technologies.”  The SAFETY Act incentivizes the development and deployment of these technologies by 
providing liability protections in the event of an act of terrorism. 

At the time the law was passed, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and lawmakers were concerned that 
the threat of liability was deterring product developers and sellers from bringing products to market as viable anti-
terrorism technology.  The perceived thought process of potential sellers was that if a terrorist attack occurred 
resulting in widespread bodily injury and/or property damage, and a consequent lawsuit alleged the seller’s 
technology should have prevented the attack, the legal fees and any eventual award would bankrupt the 
company.  It was better to focus on other non-terrorism prevention areas, then, where the liability equation was 
better understood.   

To combat this, Congress enacted the SAFETY Act.  It provides different levels of liability protections in order to 
promote developers and sellers to provide – and customers to buy – qualified anti-terrorism technologies.   
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What Protections are Available? 

There are two levels of liability protections: Designation and Certification. 

Designation: The first level, designation, caps the amount of liability related to an act of terrorism at the amount of 
the designee’s insurance.  The designee thus does not face the risk of asset exposure should a jury award exceed 
the amount of available insurance.  Additional benefits include: 

• Exclusive Action in Federal Court 
• No joint and several liability for non-economic damages 
• No punitive damages or prejudgment interest 

There is also a sub-level for Designation called Developmental Testing & Evaluation Designation.  This is for 
promising anti-terrorism technologies that are undergoing testing and evaluation.  It receives the benefits of 
Designation so long as the QATT is not sent out to full market too soon. 

Certification:  The higher level, Certification, includes all of the benefits of Designation.    It also carries a powerful 
additional benefit: the Government Contractor Defense.  Traditionally, the government contractor defense is a 
common law argument where a defendant can say that it provided a product (or process) to exact government 
specifications.  Because of that, the plaintiff would not be able to argue that the product was defective by design.  In 
the SAFETY Act context, by the letter of the law it offers a full defense to allegations that a failure of the QATT 
caused the terrorist event.  While untested to date, it would allow the defendant to bring a motion at the outset of 
the case for dismissal.    

Certification also places the technology on an Approved SAFETY Act Product List for DHS.  This can then serve as a 
gold standard for the type of product, letting customers know that DHS has approved this technology as safe and 
effective, and that it will perform as intended over time. 

 

What Constitutes “Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technologies”? 

By definition, QATT includes any qualifying product, equipment or service (including support services), or 
technology (including information technology) designed, developed, modified, or procured for the specific 
purpose of preventing, detecting, identifying, or deterring acts of terrorism or limiting the harm such acts might 
otherwise cause. 

What does this mean?  DHS’s original focus was on technology companies.  Explosive detection machines; 
innovative metal detectors; and blast mitigation materials are just a few examples of the types of products 
receiving SAFETY Act protections.  This made a big difference for small tech companies especially – and still does – 
but DHS in more recent years has made a concerted effort to expand its focus.   

Now, DHS promotes SAFETY Act protections for cyber security technologies, security plans and services, and venue 
security.  As a result, more recent designees have included major baseball and football stadiums, arenas, and 
landmark real estate properties.  DHS has even approved entire sports leagues like the NBA as well as individual 
events like the MLB All-Star Game and the NFL Super Bowl.  Moreover, various event security companies have 
earned protections, an important option when evaluating contractors to provide security for a venue’s events. 

Another area ideal for SAFETY Act designation or certification is airport security.   Various types of cargo, baggage, 
and passenger screening technologies carry SAFETY Act protections, which by nature of the Act can flow to the 
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airport operator.   As with other types of venues, airport operators have achieved protections for their security 
management operations – keyed towards baggage and passenger screening operations, but also available for the 
overall life safety plan at these potentially vulnerable targets. 

 

The SAFETY Act: a Certification towards meeting your Duty of Care 

The overriding concept behind being “Qualified” means that DHS has vetted your product or procedures and 
found it to be safe and effective as an anti-terrorism measure.  This is important for a number of reasons, two of 
which stand out: 

• Duty of Care:  In litigation following a terrorist attack (or a similar mass casualty incident) plaintiffs may 
argue the defendant didn’t use the right prevention technology, or used the wrong screening procedures; 
in short, that the defendant should have done more and didn’t meet its Duty of Care to its employees or 
patrons.  Even in non-terrorism cases, the SAFETY Act provides an argument that the defendant used 
“qualified” technologies and that the products or procedures at issue had been vetted by DHS -- in short, 
DHS’s seal of approval shows defendant met its Duty of Care. 

• Quality Assurance:  Similarly, SAFETY Act Designation or Certification shows customers that the product 
has met vigorous vetting requirements.  In the cyber security context, a customer contracting with a 
company whose services received Certification will know it’s a strong anti-terrorism (and anti-cybercrime) 
technology.  Additionally, because of the single seller doctrine, the SAFETY Act liability limitation benefits 
will flow to the customer.  This means that in any lawsuit surrounding a terrorist act, the technology 
provider or seller is the only viable defendant – not the customer.  In other contexts, like a landmark 
property having received Certification for its anti-terrorism practices, tenants will see the SAFETY Act 
certification and know it’s a “safer” building.  As SAFETY Act certification and designation becomes more 
widespread, benefits will spread to such financial influencers like investments and insurance: Certification 
equals a safer investment and a better risk. 

 

Next Steps 

The Designation or Certification process is straightforward in theory, but may be complicated in implementation.  
Consult with your risk manager, general counsel, or your contacts at AIG’s Client Risk Solutions to determine what 
parts of your program or procedures, or individual products and services, might be right for SAFETY Act.   

In particular, AIG’s Terrorism Prevention risk engineers are well-suited to walk your business through the SAFETY 
Act application process.  They can survey your emergency plans and procedures as well as your properties and 
work with you on what aspects of your facility are ready for SAFETY Act review and where you may still need 
improvements.  AIG has risk engineers Certified to perform Assessment Surveys using the SAFETY Act BPATS: the 
Best Practices Assessment Tool for Commercial Real Estate.  This is a necessary first step for office buildings, 
entertainment venues, and other commercial properties when aiming to gain Certification or Designation via the 
SAFETY Act.  AIG stands ready to help our valued customers with this and other steps in the SAFETY Act process. 

Your SAFETY Act program can be as broad or narrow as deemed appropriate by you and DHS.  Certainly, it is 
important to proceed in a way that makes sense from an economics and resource allocation perspective.  But 
overall, it makes sense to explore the possibilities for the safety and security of your building, your employees, your 
customers, and your business. 
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For more information on the SAFETY Act, please visit the Department of Homeland Security website at: 
https://www.safetyact.gov/pages/homepages/Home.do 

AIG’s Client Risk Solutions stands ready to help you manage risk.   For more information on 
solutions from AIG’s Client Risk Solutions at www.aig.com/CRS or please contact CRS@AIG.com 

The information, suggestions and recommendations contained herein are for general informational purposes only.  This information has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable.  Risk 
Consulting Services do not address every possible loss potential, law, rule, regulation, practice or procedure. No warranty, guarantee, or representation, either expressed or implied, is made as 
to the correctness or sufficiency of any such service.  Reliance upon, or compliance with, any report in no way guarantees any result, including without limitation the fulfillment of your obligations 
under your insurance policy or as may otherwise be required by any laws, rules or regulations.  No responsibility is assumed for the discovery and/or elimination of any hazards that could cause 
accidents, injury or damage.  The information contained herein should not be construed as financial, accounting, tax or legal advice and does not create an attorney-client relationship. 

American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading international insurance organization serving customers in more than 100 countries and jurisdictions. AIG companies serve commercial, 
institutional, and individual customers through one of the most extensive worldwide property-casualty networks of any insurer. In addition, AIG companies are leading providers of life 
insurance and retirement services in the United States. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange.. Additional information about AIG can 
be found at www.aig.com | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig 

AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For additional information, 
please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be 
available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language. Non-insurance products and services may be provided by independent third parties. Certain property-casualty 
coverages may be provided by a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not generally participate in state guaranty funds, and insureds are therefore not protected by such funds.       
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